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Hello Colorado Wheat. 

I hope you had a great Thanksgiving. I know I did. 

These 2 photos made an impression on me. The loaf of bread is $4.99, which I paid because I like the 

various La Brea take home and finish in the oven rolls and loafs…but it’s not cheap. Anyway, I see the 

grocery store wanted to point out the bread is PLANT BASED. What the??  

Can my buddy who raises cows say his cows are plant based? 

 

And the second pic, of Gold Medal 5# bags at $2.79/bag, for Thanksgiving! 

I can remember not that long ago these would be on sale at 99c/bag…and in 1998, (I think…) they were 

on special at 79c/bag. Have wheat prices tripled? 

We’ll take a look at a long-term chart in a minute, but I’m leaning towards…probably not.  

It’s good to know someone, somewhere is making money during these Covid times.  

 

 

Charts and discussions follow, with the goal of giving you useful information to help you with your 

business. My disclaimer remains the same: these are my sometimes rapidly changing opinions, but if 

you are growing wheat to be sold to the milling market, or export wheat market, I believe you should 

buy certified, fungicide treated seed, and 1. Be willing to store your wheat, if it’s the right thing to do 

2. Apply 60 # of Nitrogen and 15# of Sulfur at planting, and in the spring, apply another 30# of N; and 

if it’s a wet spring, re-apply another 30# of N about 3 weeks later, and 3. Don’t sell your wheat 

without discussing protein premiums 
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Here’s that long-term continuous MONTHLY KC futures chart, and studying it, one would conclude that 

no, wheat prices have not tripled…although since 1998, it looks like wheat prices have almost doubled. 

 

  

Last week’s albino deer story didn’t get a lot of comments, although a buddy suggested that should be 

the mascot of whatever the Minneapolis Grain Exchange is now…  

Here’s another animal story, about “Beardar” being used in Churchill Canada to alert residents of polar 

bears moving during snow storms or in the dark, which as sunset is currently 3:30 pm, is quite 

often…https://www.reuters.com/article/us-canada-arctic-polar-bears-idUSKBN27Q0ND 

With $4.50 corn and $12.00 beans, I think the grain markets need a “Beardar”. This bull market won’t 

last forever, and if we had something that rang a bell, giving us warning to take cover, “Look out, here 

comes The Bear!” … seems like that would be useful. 

The closest thing we have to a Beardar is…your weather app on your phone. Did you add the two cities 

in Mato Grosso, Brazil I suggested last week? If you haven’t, and you’re interested in having a grain 

Beardar, add Sinop, MT Brazil, and Cuiaba, MT Brazil. So far, the forecasts show rain a week out, but it 

just keeps getting pushed back. Like the sign in the bar says… “Free beer tomorrow.” 

It’s still too dry in Brazil, so soybeans and corn had another good week, setting new 11-week closing 

highs (new blue numbers), as did the stock market, and crude oil, which is kinda hard to explain why... 

Wheat managed to close the week higher too, although it needed a big rally Friday. It’s still dry in 

Volgograd too, although I’m wondering if I picked a place it never does rain (like Johnson, KS or worse, 

Lamar, CO). 

I changed the nearby columns in the 11-week closing table to the March options. Although some bids 

Friday were still posted basis the Dec, they won’t be when you read this. 

Here’s how the markets ended the holiday week: 
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CLOSE KWH21 KWN21 CH21 CN21 WH21 MWH21 MWN21 SF21 CRD20 ES20 

11/27 $5.65 $5.75 $4.34 $4.37 $6.06 $5.70 $5.86 $11.92 $45.74 $3636 

11/20 $5.59 $5.70 $4.28 $4.31 $6.00 $5.61 $5.78 $11.81 $42.42 $3554 

11/13 $5.61 $5.71 $4.20 $4.26 $6.02 $5.70 $5.84 $11.48 $40.40 $3582 

11/06 $5.63 $5.72 $4.14 $4.20 $6.09 $5.72 $5.84 $11.02 $37.14 $3501 

10/30 $5.48 $5.58 $4.03 $4.07 $6.00 $5.65 $5.75 $10.56 $36.15 $3264 

10/23 $5.77 $5.85 $4.20 $4.20 $6.33 $5.87 $5.96 $10.81 $39.85 $3452 

10/16 $5.66 $5.76 $4.07 $4.09 $6.24 $5.72 $5.85 $10.50 $41.12 $3462 

10/09 $5.45 $5.55 $4.02 $4.10 $5.98 $5.59 $5.76 $10.66 $40.91 $3473 

10/02 $5.19 $5.31 $3.89 $3.99 $5.80 $5.45 $5.63 $10.25 $37.34 $3339 

09/25 $4.85 $5.00 $3.73 $3.83 $5.52 $5.43 $5.60 $10.06 $41.51 $3287 

09/18 $5.15 $5.27 $3.88 $3.96 $5.83 $5.63 $5.78 $10.47 $41.61 $3316 

09/11 $4.82 $4.96 $3.78 $3.88 $5.51 $5.45 $5.61 $9.99 $38.08 $3334 

I think strongly trending markets, like beans and corn right now, are good for using a sell-stop, rather 

than a price target as you might set your target too low, and the market takes it and keeps on going, 

whereas with a sell-stop, you won’t get the top, but it will keep you in the market until it’s rolled over.  

Wheat sell-stops didn’t change this week, but corn would move about 6c higher and beans would be 46c 

higher! That’s the theory anyways…but you and I both know it’s not foolproof. Just look at crude oil in 

the table, or the stock market. Not only did they set 4-week closing lows, but they also set 11-week 

closing lows (red numbers) and THEN went on to scream higher. Wowzers… 

 But in the meantime, I would go ahead and get those 2 towns added to your phone. 
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That updated chart of USA export loadings suggests soybean weekly exports may have peaked, and 

while corn exports are increasing, they’re not going gangbusters yet. Here’s the updated scorecard: 

WEEK 
ENDED 

(11/19/20) 

Weekly 
loadings 

Accumulated 
in season  

Estimated 
fudge 
factor 

Total 
loaded 

est* 

USDA 
projection 

Amount 
needed 

Weeks 
to go 

Bu per 
week 

needed 

Corn 34.3 366.1 60 426.1 2,650 2223.9 40 55.6 

         

Soybeans 88.6 905.1 30 935.1.1 2,200 1264.9 40 31.6 

         

All wheat 12.6 438.0 35 473.0 975 502.0 27 18.6 

         

LAST 
WEEK 

        

Corn 33.3 331.8 60 391.8 2,650 2258.2 41 55.0 

Soybeans 94.0 821.1 30 851.1 2,200 1348.9 41 32.9 

All wheat 9.9 425.4 35 460.4 975 514.6 28 18.4 

  

Beans continue to suggest the USDA’s export forecast is too low, while corn suggests the USDA’s USA 

corn forecast is grossly overstated. Brazilian weather will have a LOT to do with how this plays out. Not 

quite sure what to say about wheat; last week’s wire I wrote export sales were a marketing year low, yet 

this week saw a marketing year high! I guess it averages out…although the pace is a bit troubling. Not as 

troubling as corn’s pace, but no one seems to be excited about the corn pace. Why? Because the export 

sales show almost 1.1 billion is on the books, and everyone assumes it’s really going to get lifted. 

Conversely, there’s a billion bushels of beans on the books too, yet the USDA very reluctantly increased 

their USA bean export forecast. 

It seems to me there is a big inconsistency here, but since it all revolves around China, it’s hard to state 

“facts”. What are the “facts”?  

This article earlier in the week said China is canceling some soybeans contracts…but the article seems 

missing some “facts”…https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-soybeans-cancellations/chinese-

buyers-look-to-cancel-u-s-soybean-orders-as-processing-margins-shrink-idUSKBN28510H  

I think the weather in Brazil will determine if sales are truly washed out, or not. If the rains don’t come 

soon, buying beans from Brazil won’t be as easy as expected /hoped.  

 

 

 

Here’s a Jan beans daily chart; new blue line, at $11.92, Friday’s close. The 4-week closing low is up to 

$11.48 which is where I’d suggest using a sell-stop. The 11-week closing low will be up to $10.06 this 

week, way way way below the market, which means managed money won’t be bailing completely 

anytime soon. 
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Jan beans: 

 

 

March corn feels absolutely no qualms at all about riding the waves of the Soybeans Surfing Safari. I 

suspect the Brazilian weather is just as much a factor in corn as it is in beans. 

 

I’m using the 4-week closing low in March beans at $4.20 as the sell-stop. 
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The inverse in corn isn’t as crazy as it is on beans; this is March corn 2021 – Dec 21 corn: 

  

Somehow a 20c inverse seems “manageable” compared to this Wild Weasel; Jan 21 beans – Nov21 

beans at a $1.34/bu. Omega. I can’t imagine soybean processors anywhere in the world, including the 

USA, are enjoying life. The Reuters article mentioned small Chinese crushers as trying to cancel 

contracts. I bet there are big crushers everywhere which would love to cancel some 

contracts…especially on the previously sold soybean oil. 
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Wheat…KC March wheat shown here…had a volatile week. Up 10, followed by down 20, then up 15 on 

Friday. The 4-week closing low is $4.59, only 6c below Friday’s close, which is how I keep score. 

 
Wheat had some good news from the weekly export sales report, as it showed China bought 2 more big 

boats of HRW, probably from the PNW and loaded a big boat from the PNW. China also bought 200,000 

tonnes of soft white wheat.  

The AMS posted bids from Wednesday (they did not work Friday) for wheat delivered PNW show HRW 

was bid at $7.00/bu, but soft white was bid at $6.45/bu. If China is feeding this wheat as some believe, 

then “price”, not “quality”, becomes the main criteria. 

There was no Brazilian HRW business this week, again. 

Possibly contributing to last week’s mid-week selloff was some moisture crossing the Plains 
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Another “input” which contributed to the week’s volatility was Russian consumers asking for a grain 

export tax, rather than a “quota”. There wasn’t any conclusion to this, but it did create uncertainty, 

which is usually viewed bearishly. 

Gulf bids at first glance my appear weaker, but these are posted basis the H, rather than the Z, at a 9c 

carry, so I feel these are unchanged, and I lean towards these have some upside coming. 

GULF     
date 12 pro ords diff  
11/27/2020 146 115 31 H 

11/20/2020 155 128 27  
11/13/2020 145 128 17  
11/6/2020 152 124 28  

10/30/2020 152 125 27  
10/23/2020 160 130 30  
10/16/2020 160 136 24  
10/9/2020 160 140 20  
10/2/2020 172 147 25  
9/25/2020 155 140 15  
9/18/2020 154 140 14  
9/11/2020 160 137 23  
9/4/2020 141 128 13 Z 

 

AMS did not work Friday at all locations, and the posted bids are in the process of rolling to the H, 

instead of the Z, so we’ll get a much better look next week. Friday’s goofy markets showed a dramatic 

narrowing of the KC Z-H calendar spread, which may or may not be realistic. So…we’re going with these 

bids, posted basis the Z, but everything will be basis the H by the time you read this, at some spread. 

The Gulf rolled at a 9c carry. I don’t think these bids will be able to roll at a 9c carry.  

 

These Colorado bids are as of Wednesday’s down 20c market, NOT Friday’s up 15c market.  

Date SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington Holyoke area Roggen area 

11/25 $4.94-$5.14 $5.24 $4.94-$5.04 $4.80-$5.04 $5.14-$5.34 

11/20 $5.00-$5.20 $5.30 $5.00-$5.10 $4.86-$5.10 $5.20-$5.50 

11/13 $5.02-$5.22 $5.32 $5.02-$5.12 $4.88-$5.12 $5.22-$5.52 

11/06 $5.05-$5.25 $5.25 $5.05-$5.15 $4.91-$5.15 $5.25-$5.55 

BASIS SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington  Holyoke  Roggen area 

11/27(Z) -50, -30 -20 -50, -40 -65, -40 -30, -10 

11/20(Z) -50, -30 -20 -50, -40 -65, -40 -30, +00 

11/13(Z) -50, -30 -20 -50, -40 -65, -40 -30, +00 
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11/06(Z) -50, -30 -30 -50, -40 -65, -40 -30, +00 

Date Concordia Salina Hutch/Wichita Ark City 

11/27(Z) -25 -16, -15 -40, -15 -32 

11/20(Z) -25 -16, -15 -40, -15 -32 

11/13(Z) -30 -20, -15 -40, -20 -32 

11/06(Z) -30 -20, -16 -40, -20 -32 

 

So basis the Z, bids were pretty much unchanged, but basis the H, they will be a little different, and the 

Gulf rolling at -9c probably will have to adjust a few c higher.   

 

The wheat-by-class pace still looks like it needs a boost, or…we’ll see some pressure for the USDA to 

start dropping their USA wheat forecast. I doubt they do it on the Dec WASDE update. If they adjust 

anything, they should increase their USA bean export forecast and decrease their USA corn export 

forecast but politically, it appears to me they won’t do that on the Dec WASDE either. Maybe they too 

are waiting to see if the rains come to Sinop and Cuiaba, Brazil. Hard to believe it’s December already. 

Where’s the rainy season? 

 

Anyway…HRW was helped by the Chinese liftings. 

WEEK ENDED 

(11/20/20) 

Weekly 

loadings  

FUDGED in 

season 

(estimate) 

USDA 

projection  

Amount 

needed 

# of weeks 

remaining 

Bu per 

week 

needed 

HRW 7.0 192.7 405.0   212.3 27 7.9 

HRS 2.3 136.5 270.0   133.5 27 4.9 

SRW .5 45.6 75.0 29.4 27 1.1 

       

LAST WEEK       

HRW 2.2 185.7 405.0   219.3 28 7.8 

HRS 3.8 134.1 270.0   135.9 28 4.85 

SRW .4 45.1 75.0 29.9 28 1.1 

 

Have a good week; get those sell-stops ready. Last week’s volatility has my Beardar on high alert. 

Stay Safe. 
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